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"Honestly the best experience being
part of the scheme team this year.
The support given to both us and

the children is phenomenal. Sign me
up for next year!"



Holiday Clubs provide 1:1 support for autistic young people
aged 10-17 with moderate to severe learning difficulties. This
scheme ran for 6 days Monday to Saturday.

Summer Fun for autistic 10-17 years olds with lower
support needs. This scheme ran for 5 days Monday to Friday
over two weeks.

ATTENDANCE

Our Summer Activity Schemes were based in Bedford and Luton and provided a wide range of
onsite activities and community-based experiences for autistic children and young people aged
3 to 17 years across Bedfordshire. Each scheme is specifically designed to cater for the different
needs, interests, ages and abilities of those that attend.

Each of our schemes is specially designed to cater for the different
needs, interests, ages and abilities of the children who attend:

Junior Activity Schemes provide 1:1 support for autistic 3-9 year
olds, including those with moderate to severe learning
difficulties. This scheme ran for 6 days Monday to Saturday.

OVERVIEW OF PROJECT
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Young people
supported on 

Summer Fun schemes

SCHEMES

56
Young people
supported on 

Holiday Club schemes

38
Young people
supported on 

Junior Activity schemes

49

223
autistic children and
young people were

supported

2572
hours of short breaks

were enjoyed by
families



Personalisation: The planning of scheme starts with identifying the needs of the
undiviuals: collecting information such as medical needs, likes and dislikes, sensory
needs, dietary needs and communication methods. This then influences the planning and
preparation needed to best support them  e.g. sensory play, quiet spaces, engaging and
stimulating activities both onsite and at the outings, planned learning opportunities and
staff training.
Reducing anxiety: Routine, structure and predictability is crucial and we ensure that this
need is met through calendars counting down to scheme, visual schedules and flashcards
for communication, visual countdowns to support transitions and a taster day for young
people to visit the venue and staff in advance.
Venue: We take time to make sure the facilities within the venues can cater for all. Our
staff conduct a full evaluation of the premises with health and safety checks and risk
assessments.
Staff: Recruiting the right staff is vital to ensure we have the right individuals that have a
variety of skills and knowledge to offer and strengthen the team as a whole, but also
eagerness to expand their development with support from us through compulsory
training we provide to all including safeguarding, policies and procedures and supporting
an autistic individual with their anxiety and behaviour.

Our planning and previsions which go into place for our summer scheme is critical to the
overall success of the program. Our staff start planning for summer scheme in January to
ensure that every child attending has been fully understood and providing the best care for
their time with us. This includes collecting key information so that we can plan accordingly to
ensure activities are enjoyable for each individual, but also to plan in as much structure and
strategies to reduce anxiety. This in depth planning then helps to ensure that summer
scheme is successful in reducing social isolation, increase confidence and build on their social
communication skills. 

Planning and preparation includes:

PLANNING AND PREVISONS
FOR SUMMER SCHEME
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TAILORED SUPPORT

We provide tailored support to all children attending the Summer Scheme A vast
amount of planning and preparation goes into the delivery of each of our schemes. This
includes producing and collating detailed registration forms, behaviour & communication
plans and the arrangement of interest led activities. 

To be able to support the children in the best way we can, we liaise with schools,
undergo medical and safeguarding training, and organise meet and greet taster sessions
to alleviate children's anxieties about scheme. 

All staff undergo a full training program to ensure all
childrens needs are understood by the team. The training
areas we cover- medical, safeguarding, behavioral
management & policies and procedures.  
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"I have learned so many new things about working with children with
autism, it particularly helped show me that autism doesn't follow a

set pattern with every child. 
There is so much more that shapes who they are, every child is still

 lovely and unique in their own way and through their own
personalities".

 

"Other schemes do not understand or cater for
her specific needs so she would not cope and l
cannot send her to them as l know they will be
unable to care for her properly. Other people

do not understand her difficulties, she can get
overwhelmed especially in busy noisy places"



A total of                           days of activities were accessed by children

ACTIVITY SCHEMES

Our Summer Fun Scheme ran at our regular venue, Kempston
Youth Centre, which has a great range of resources to use whilst
on site, including a board games, ping pong, table tennis, sports
games, arts and crafts, cooking, gaming and reading.

Trips included a park visit, McDonalds picnic lunch, bowling,
footgolf, Orbital trampoline park, mini golf as well as a gym
trainer visit on site. These engaging activities experienced as a
group brought the young people together, which encouraged
social communication and allowed friendships to blossom.

For Junior Activity Schemes and Holiday Clubs the children
enjoyed onsite play at our local on site venues where we had
lots of activities for them to enjoy like Sensory room with lights
and materials, outdoor playground, sensory trays (rice, shaving
foam, lentils, shredded paper), sand pit, water tray, paddling
pool, bikes/ scooters, arts and crafts, EYFS planning (including
maths, english, reading, motor skills and roleplay area) and
group games such as sports races and parachute games.
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Each of our schemes is specially designed to cater for the different
needs, interests, ages and abilities of the children who attend:

Once again we were able to provide offsite visits and
experiences. These included: gymnastics centres, swimming,
Bunyan soft play, FUN activity centre, Birds of prey center
and we also had a magician come to our Luton Holiday Club.

"Friendly staff, lots
of activities to

choose!"

437



Henry has been accessing summer schemes for the last 3 years and he absolutely like
being a part of it. Henry finds social situations quite challenging and emotionally he is a
lot younger than his age group. He has lot of sensory needs and do not like loud noises.

Also need very clear instructions and need quite a lot of 1:1 care. 
 

Henry’s mum said that he enjoyed every single activity at summer schemes. He has been
attending the Junior group last couple of years and it was his first time on the Holiday
club this year. This was a big change for him, and he successfully managed through.

Summer schemes helped him to improve on his social and communication skills. He made
a lovely friendship with one of the girls on the scheme and insisted his mum to buy a

present on the last of the scheme for her. Henry got a bit upset when the swimming was
cancelled, but he still enjoyed being there. 

 
The summer schemes benefit Henry to get better every year with his social anxieties. Mum

said that summer schemes is a place where Henry can be around children with similar
needs and surrounded by people who can understand them better. He can be around

adults who can understand his behaviours and accept him and be himself. It helps him
build his confidence better. 

 
While Henry was on the scheme, she had time to spend with his other child who is also

autistic. She had the time to sit and listen to him, took him to the cinema and safari. Also,
the mum had some time off for herself and wellbeing. 

 
 
 
 

HENRY'S STORY
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Message from mum: 
"Summer schemes is probably the most important session of the year for them. She
will be devastated if there were no summer schemes as she does not have any of her

family members around to support her and she relies on summer schemes for
childcare and support. She further said, having to cancel summer schemes will have

detrimental effect on her wellbeing and mental health."



EMELINE'S STORY

Emeline has been attending summer scheme for 7 years now, as well as attending
Autism Bedfordshire’s term-time youth club called Wanted Fun. Emeline struggles
to socialise and interact, and making friends can be challenging for her. Emeline

enjoyed all activities - swimming and dancing were a couple to mention especially!
 

Summer schemes gave Emeline an opportunity for to be independent. She had the
opportunity to initiate and make friends, and it was a place for her to try different

and new activities. Undoubtedly, summer scheme has helped Emeline to make
friends.

 
 
 
 

Message from Mum 
 “The summer scheme has paved a way to have time to spend with my older daughter and

therefore not only benefits Emeline, but the whole family. Moreover, I could had some time
for herself which otherwise wouldn’t be possible.” She further added “I do wish the summer
schemes were for children until 19. It was a place for Emeline to be independent and she
highly appreciated that opportunity. Scheme wasn’t overly charged, and I loved seeing

Emeline going there and have fun!” 
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SUMMER DAY TRIPS

Due to the high demand of our summer scheme we were also able to provide additional
summer activities throughout the summer period. These were available to children who
were unable to reserve a space on our summer scheme, and some were an opportunity to
provide activities that could be enjoyed as a whole family

Gymnastics
free-play
session

12.5
A total of  
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Family
farm

sessions

Swimming
family

sessions

Laser
tag

Soft play
session

hours of additional summer activities were
enjoyed by children/ young people

"What a lovely day it
has been at the

farm. It has been
nice to have a day

out as a family
somewhere that is

safe and accepting!"



ACTIVITIES &
HIGHLIGHTS
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"I felt safe because
everyone understood

me"

"ITS AMAZING!!!!!!!"

"I can't wait to come
back again next year!"

"I liked being with
other young people."

OF PARENTS BENEFIT
FROM SCHEME

KNOWING THEIR
CHILD IS HAVING FUN 

98%

OF FAMILIES FEEL
THAT SCHEME IS AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR

THEIR CHILD TO TRY
NEW ACTIVITIES

93%

  OF YOUNG PEOPLE
EXPRESSED THAT

COMING TO SCHEME
MAKES THEM FEEL

HAPPY

91%



BEDFORD SCHEME
FEEDBACK

"I just wanted to tell you how much Henry enjoyed the summer scheme.
The staff were amazing. From the first point of contact to the end of
day collection.Henry loved spending time with Isobella and he cried all
the way home at leaving. I know he is improved with his relationships
and social skills as he talked about other children and friends he had

made.Thank you for the amazing work that you all do".

"I just want to take the opportunity to thank you
and all your colleagues for accepting Filip for

volunteering. I think it was a very good experience for
him and I also hope he will join you again in the

future. Thank you very much again for everything".

"Leo has seemed to enjoy it very much. Leo does normally struggle and doesn’t
like really attending any holiday camps ( this is his first one where he hasn’t

said he don’t want to go back in the morning ) But you’ve provided meaningful
activities for every one’s abilities. Leo has said to me he wants to do it again next

year - what is a massive thing for him. So thank you to all your team who has
provided support for Leo and helping him meeting other young people and staff

. Promoting his social skills and his well-being".
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H O U R S  O F  S H O R T
B R E A K S  

1324
D A Y S  O F  S H O R T

B R E A K S  

253



LUTON SCHEME
FEEDBACK

"This service is incredible! An amazing
opportunity for the children and a blessing

for the parents and siblings"

"It was lovely for my son to finally experience the summer
scheme he had been on a waiting list due the service being

oversubscribed. He had such a lovely time and did not want to
leave.  Thanks for investing in my son!"
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"The summer scheme is a lifeline for autistic young
people and their parents/carers. It is a place that the

young people can be themselves without being
prejudged."

H O U R S  O F  S H O R T
B R E A K S  

1017
D A Y S  O F  S H O R T

B R E A K S  

198



OUR FABULOUS
FUNDERS

Bedford Educational
Association

Barbara Ward
Children's Foundation

Our heartfelt thanks also to the following independent funders for their fabulous contributions:

Carlton Education Charity, St. John's Hospital Trust, the David Solomons Charitable

      Trust and IBC Employees Charity Committee. 

Without the amazing support of our funders, we would not be able to

provide this support for our children, young people and families. 

It costs                               to run our 2022 summer programe
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£158,694



SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR
ACTIVITY PROVIDERS &

WORKING PARTNERSHIPS

ONSITE

Barnes Rose
Personal Training

Stockood Park Golf
Centre
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Thank you to all the organisations who visited us on-site and/or allowed us to use their
facilities so that our children could enjoy a fun-filled summer scheme: 

MK Springers Gymnastics
Centre

Animal Edge Farm Salto Gymnastics
Club

Families United Network 
(FUN)

John Bunyan Soft
Play

Herrings Green Activity Farm &
Birds of Prey Centre

The various summer schemes wouldn't be possible without our accommodating venues, so a special thanks to: 

Colmworth Golf Club

Dunstable GO Bowling

Orbital Trampoline Park

Hightown 
Community Centre 

Kempston
Youth Centre Richmond Hill 

School
Wootton Lower

 School
Lealands High

School

Mr Mulligan's Crazy Golf

Lea Manor Recreation
Centre Pool

 Tiddenfoot Leisure Centre
Pool

VENUES

A6 Fun
Bouncy Castle

Master of Cards the
Magician

Eat n Bowl
St Neots

Barton Coach
Company

OFFSITE



Autism Bedfordshire is a Company Limited by Guarantee. 
Registered in England No. 04632497 

 
Registered Office: 1 Hammond Road, Bedford MK41 0UD
Tel: 01234 214871 (enquiries) | 01234 350704 (helpline)

Email: enquiries@autismbeds.org 


